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in providing turnkey EPC (Engineering, Procurement & Construction) services for the 
energy industry in Africa. With headquarters in Belgium, ABC CONTRACTING‘s office 
and storage facilities include two 63-ton overhead cranes, and cover a combined 
surface area of 8,000 m².

The strength of our design and project management expertise comes from our multi-

skilled and dynamic team of twenty engineers who work closely on a day-to-day basis with 
the various Group companies operating in Africa.

ABC CONTRACTING has operations in a major part of the continent. Our offices in Abidjan, 
Brazzaville, Bujumbura, Kigali, Kinshasa, Lubumbashi, Nouakchott and Pointe-Noire have 
been established to meet the specific requirements and demands of local markets.

ABC CONTRACTING’s expertise in engineering, combined with a reliable network of 
partners, allows us to deliver containerized solutions to complete turn-key solutions, 
in Africa, with a renewable component brought by Solar-Wind-Thermal hybridisation. 

The 32.5MW power plant in Brazzaville is an example of turn-key engineering, by 
providing the necessary power for the development and stability of the zone through 10 
x 16VDZC engines operating on HFO. ABC CONTRACTING has developed many similar 
projects throughout Africa.
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Hydroelectric power plant Mukungwa (RWA) Thermal power plant Brazzaville 32MW (COG) 



Sectors
BUSINESS

EXPERTISE
ANGLO BELGIAN CORPORATION has always understood the importance 
of bio-fuels, which is why a large part of the R&D budget is invested for 
emission reduction and bio-fuel applications. The company is always looking 
for new challenges in alternative fuel sources. Subject to some simple, but 
effective adaptations, the robust engines of ABC can run on almost all bio-fuels  
(Vegetables oils, animal fat, aggregates, natural gas & bio-gas). Additionally,  
ABC CONTRACTING brings the possibility to provide a renewable component, by systematically offering a hybrid 
solution which adds solar and/or wind power to the thermal power plant. All this by providing the necessary skill to 
guarantee quality energy and network stability.

Hybrid & thermal power plants

Electricity is the basis of any major civil, industrial, mining or military project. In many areas this power is not readily 
available, and possible solutions can take years to develop. This is why it is necessary to possess a power source 
as quickly as possible. From genset to turn-key solutions of hybrid & thermal power plants with ANGLO BELGIAN 
CORPORATION engines - another Group company which manufactures a variety of engines, ranging from  
800 kW to 10.000 kW and running on LFO, HFO, vegetable oil and palm oil waste.

Hydropower plants

ABC CONTRACTING rehabilitates existing power plants and builds new power plants. In collaboration with turbine 
manufacturers, ABC CONTRACTING supports you in the construction of new custom-made hydropower plants. 
Thanks to its experience in rehabilitating hydropower plants, ABC CONTRACTING will provide solutions for 
the mechanical renovation of your gates, valves and turbines. Our team will also replace your pipes, electrical 
installations, while providing protection against corrosion.

Power grids

ABC CONTRACTING oversees line installations, transformer stations and substation constructions, until household 
service connections. MV distribution (up to 220 kV) - Overhead and/or underground lines / Wooden or steel poles 
and towers. LV distribution - Roadside transformer cabins, LV overhead lines, household service connections, 
counters & management systems. MV/MV transformer stations (up to 220 kV). LV/MV transformer stations.

Group purchasing

In order to serve the needs of all the Group’s companies and other potential customers in Africa,  
ABC CONTRACTING provides technical procurement services in the following main business areas: Electricity 
(Production and Distribution), Building materials, Construction and engineering, Service industries, Building 
Management Systems (Supervisory Systems), Water (Processing and distribution), Hospitality (HORECA equipment), 
Rolling equipment and PPE (Personal Protective Equipment).
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SOME OF OUR PROJECTS
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ABC CONTRACTING has an extensive portfolio of African projects in the areas of 

sustainable electricity generation, power grids, civil engineering and mechanical 

engineering. These projects are mainly financed by major institutions such as  

the AfDB, BADEA, IsDB, WB, ... .

ABC CONTRACTING certification 
ISO 9001:2015 is in process

Hybrid Power Plant  
in Kiffa (MRT)

Handling valves  
INGA 2 (DRC)

Urban electrification (DRC)

Rehabilitation of  
INGA 2 HPP (DRC)

Lines Project 20kV (DRC)

Rehabilitation of  
Mukungwa HPP (RWA)

Lines Project 30kV (DRC)

Mukungwa HPP (RWA)

PMEDE M05  
(Kinshasa - DRC)

The Ogepar Group was founded 

in 1985. The Group employs over 

1400 persons who are active in  

5 business sectors on 3 continents.

Manufacturing of
engines and turbos

Contracting,  energy
and trading

Foundry

Manufacturing and
aftersales machine tools

Hotels and real estate

Power everywhere

Avenue Reine Elisabeth 59
5300 Andenne, Belgium 
T.  +32 85 84 99 80 
E.  info@abccontracting.be
W. www.abccontracting.be
 www.abcinafrica.com
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